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INTRODUCTION

This teaching-study unit presents instruction on using educational information retrieval indexes—particularly the Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) system’s Research in Education (RIE), and Current Index to Journals in Education (CIJE), published by the U.S. Office of Education, as well as Abstracts of Instructional Materials in Vocational and Technical Education (AIM) and Abstracts of Research Materials in Vocational and Technical Education (ARM), published by The Center for Vocational and Technical Education. The unit is designed for use as an individual study guide as well as a teaching reference and guide.

Message to the Individual User

This instructional unit on the use of ERIC can be a very effective self-learning device. It is recommended that the user have ready access to individual issues of RIE, CIJE, AIM, ARM, and a copy of the Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors before beginning the study unit. The visual aids which are presented in the text provide a reference to key points for consideration, as do Appendix A "ERIC Terminology," and Appendix B "Sample Formats for Use of ERIC Access Products." After reading the text, the search exercises in Appendix C, should be completed as a means of assuring that "hands-on" experience is gained in the use of the retrieval indexes.

Message to the Instructor

The ERIC Instructional Package may be used in a variety of ways. Therefore, the instructor should become familiar with the unit before any attempt is made to use it. The unit can be used in group study, or it may be assigned as an independent study activity.

For group instruction as well as for independent study, it is recommended that every student have access to an issue of RIE, CIJE, AIM, ARM, and a copy of the Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors. Transparency masters for the visuals presented in the text are available from:

Product Utilization Section
The Center for Vocational and Technical Education
1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210

The instructor may elect to use only selected portions of the material in presenting instruction on information retrieval. If this approach is selected, the transparencies should be used in the lecture/
Throughout the text of this instructional unit, transparency references are noted where applicable. As part of the lecture/discussion presentation, reference may be made frequently to visuals, "Sample Formats of ERIC Access Products" (Appendix B). After completing the lecture/discussion presentation, the "hands-on" exercises will familiarize students with search activities in the retrieval indexes (Appendix C). The instructor may use these exercises or prepare additional activities to meet individual student needs. The Performance Tests on ERIC Access Products: RIE, CJE, ARM and AIM, the ERIC Thesaurus, and computer searching (Appendix D), can be used to determine user understanding.

If the instructional unit is assigned to students as an individual activity, the instructor should insure that "hands-on" exercises are utilized in some manner. Such exercises can be used through outside assignments or as classroom activities.

**Instructional Objectives**

The following instructional objectives should provide a description of the knowledge and skills which can be acquired as a result of learning experiences presented, and describe the behavior that should be demonstrated after completing the ERIC Instructional Package.

1. The participant who has acquired the knowledge and understanding of the information retrieval process will be able to:
   a. describe the process of converting an information problem to a search statement;
   b. choose relevant descriptors for use in a search strategy; and
   c. describe the function of microforms and how to use them in information retrieval.

2. The participant will acquire a knowledge and understanding of the scope and organizational structure of ERIC and will be able to:
   a. list at least two reference indexes available through the Central ERIC facility;
   b. list the two reference indexes available through The Center for Vocational and Technical Education;
c. define the function of the ERIC Document Reproduction Service (EDRS); and

d. list a minimum of four library resource reference tools that can be used to supplement the ERIC reference publications.

3. The participant will understand the function of and be able to use Abstracts of Instructional Materials in Vocational and Technical Education (AIM), and Abstracts of Research Materials in Vocational and Technical Education (ARM) so that, when given an information retrieval problem, he can identify relevant documents by means of a manual search. He will then be able to:

a. select appropriate descriptors for an information search problem when given a description of the problem;

b. take a descriptor (index/retrieval term) pertaining to a search problem and

   (1) locate at least one document title and accession number in the Subject and Identifier Index,

   (2) locate the document resume in the Abstract Section of AIM or ARM,

   (3) list the name of the author of the document,

   (4) list the availability of the full-text document,

   (5) list the agency which sponsored the research or instructional materials development,

   (6) list the date of publication and the number of pages of the original document,

   (7) locate the citation in the Personal and Institutional Author Index,
locate the citation in the Conversion of Document Index, and

locate the citation in the Document Number Index.

4. The participant will have learned the function of and be able to use Research in Education (RIE) so that, when given an information retrieval problem, he can identify relevant documents by means of a manual search. He will thus be able to:

a. select appropriate descriptors for a given search problem;

b. take a descriptor and

(1) locate at least one document title and accession number in the Subject and Identifier Index,

(2) locate the document resume in the Resume Section of RIE,

(3) list the author of the document,

(4) list the availability of the full-text document,

(5) list the publication date of the original document,

(6) list the ERIC Clearinghouse that processed the document,

(7) list the agency that sponsored the research,

(8) locate the document in the Author Index, and

(9) locate the accession number in the Cross Reference Index.

5. The participant will understand the function of and be able to use Current Index to Journals in Education (CIJE) so that, when given an information retrieval problem, he can identify relevant journal article citations by means of a manual search. Thus, he will be able to:
a. select appropriate descriptors for an information search problem when given a description of the problem;

b. take a descriptor pertaining to the search problem and

   (1) locate at least one journal article citation in the Subject Index,

   (2) list the title of the journal article,

   (3) list the title of the journal in which the article appears,

   (4) locate the resume of the journal article in the Main Entry Section and identify the Descriptor Group under which the citation appears,

   (5) locate the journal article citation in the Author Index,

   (6) list the volume and issue numbers, number of pages, and date of the journal article, and

   (7) locate the journal citation in the Journal Contents Index.

6. The participant will be able to demonstrate proficiency in using the Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors. He will demonstrate this proficiency by being able to:

   a. locate and list descriptors when given a specific multiword term by utilizing the words-in-context feature of the Rotated Descriptor Display within the Thesaurus.

   b. locate and list at least one broader term (BT) item associated with a specific ERIC descriptor;

   c. locate and list at least one narrower term (NT) item associated with a specific ERIC descriptor;

   d. locate and list at least one related term (RT) item associated with a specific ERIC descriptor;
e. locate and list a scope note (SN) item associated with a specific ERIC descriptor; and

f. locate and list at least one ERIC term that can be used as an alternate for a given "non-ERIC" term.

7. The participant will understand the function of and be able to perform necessary steps in formulating a computer (QUERY) search request, allowing him to:

a. convert a search problem into a specific search statement in order to minimize the retrieval of irrelevant materials;

b. select appropriate descriptors from the Thesaurus to use in the computer search request; and

c. be able to demonstrate an understanding of combining descriptors in "and" (+) and "or" (/) logic when specifying the search strategy by selecting appropriate descriptor combinations in a search exercise.
Users of education-related information are generally motivated by one overriding factor: a need to increase their awareness of what has been done and what is being done to solve educational problems. Many sources of information, including personal contacts with colleagues, are available to the researcher and practitioner in education. The education literature provides an almost overwhelming resource of such information. Literally thousands of books, research reports, texts of speeches, sets of instructional materials, and journal articles are published daily. Other types of educational literature include critical reviews, bibliographies, and state-of-the-art papers. To obtain information on resource materials, various retrieval tools can be used.

**Library Information Retrieval Tools**

1. The library card catalog system is an important resource. Most library card catalog systems include subject, author, and title sections that can direct the searcher to specific reading materials that have been acquired by the library in which the system is housed.

2. The Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature lists a wide selection of periodicals, but is not limited to periodicals contained in a particular library.

3. The Educational Index lists bibliographic data on periodicals within the realm of education. This reference tool is available in most university and college libraries but may not be available in secondary school or public libraries.

4. Dissertation Abstracts International is another possible reference source. It includes abstracts of doctoral dissertations from major universities and also lists the availability of individual full-text dissertations. Many colleges and universities contain a collection of these volumes.
5. Direct Access to Reference Information (DATRIX), a computer-based retrieval system, is also available for identifying abstracts of dissertations in its collection.

Educational Resources Information Center

Using all the above reference tools in locating literature will ensure a fairly comprehensive search. Collectively, however, these do not represent a coordinated effort at developing resource materials into a comprehensive educational information system.

To provide a national educational information system, the U.S. Office of Education (USOE) has developed the Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) system. This system provides ready access to: results of exemplary programs, research and development efforts, and related information that can be used in developing more effective educational programs.

Through a network of specialized centers or clearinghouses, each of which is responsible for a particular educational area, current significant information relevant to education is acquired, evaluated, abstracted, indexed, and listed in one or more of the ERIC reference publications. A central ERIC facility coordinates the processing of documents by the separate clearinghouses and assembles ERIC reference publications and makes them available to users.

ERIC Access Products. Two indexes available through Central ERIC are:

Research in Education (RIE), a monthly abstract journal reporting research reports and related documents of educational significance indexed by subject, author, and institution (see Appendix B-1); and

Current Index to Journals in Education (CIJE), a monthly guide to periodical literature covering over 500 educational and related journals (see Appendix B-2).

Two reference publications devoted to vocational and technical education are available through The Center for Vocational and Technical Education. These are:
Abstracts of Instructional Materials in Vocational and Technical Education (AIM), a quarterly publication which contains abstracts and bibliographic data on materials used by teachers in presenting information to students or materials used by students in connection with classroom instruction; and

Abstracts of Research Materials in Vocational and Technical Education (ARM), also a quarterly publication which includes abstracts and bibliographic data on research and research-related documents as well as information on specially funded research projects currently underway (see Appendix B-3).

Both AIM and ARM include, with their abstracts, information on microfiche (MF) and hard copy (HC) availability of the full-text documents from which the abstracts were developed.

The Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors serves as an authoritative guide for assigning the descriptive terms used to index the various reports and journal articles that are entered into the ERIC information system. All terms in the Thesaurus are based on documents or journal articles previously indexed and currently included in the ERIC system. It is updated quarterly in a "Working Copy" format.

Index Format. ERIC reference tools are designed so that, once familiar with the format of one publication, you will be able to use all others. They are indexed to offer a variety of approaches for finding information by using:

* Subject Index—to find documents and projects on a specific topic through use of descriptors (Index/Retrieval Terms).

* Author or Investigator Index—to find out what an author has written or to learn what an investigator is now doing.

* Institution Index—to find out what an institution has published or what research projects are now being conducted at an institution.
Accession Number Index—to identify a document when only the clearinghouse number (e.g., VT) or Central ERIC (ED) number is available.

Computer Retrieval Capability. ERIC is also accessible through automated processes such as magnetic tapes. Organizations having access to computers and appropriate retrieval software packages may wish to take advantage of the magnetic tapes (machine-readable forms) or ERIC files which are updated quarterly. One system utilizing tapes is QUERY. QUERY is the information retrieval program which is used to search the ERIC magnetic tape file. It is a proprietary system made available through USOE on a limited basis to state and local educational agencies.
FORMULATING THE MANUAL SEARCH

Information retrieval often involves locating documents from the bibliographic information that is available -- such as the name of an author, the name of an institution, or specific accession numbers that relate to that problem. When references on a specific topic are not known or if additional references are needed, a search strategy must be designed that can direct the searcher to information that addresses the problem.

Search Statement

The first step in designing a search strategy is to convert the information problem into a search statement. A search statement is formulated by determining the parameters of the search problem and then listing the specific needs, preferences, and specifications that best address the problem. The following situation illustrates the importance of designing search statements to address specific information problems.

Situation: You are a researcher and have been asked to gather research studies on designing, developing, and conducting an evaluation of an occupational education program. Such research studies are to be used in assessing the effects of occupational education for program planning and program improvement purposes. In addition, information is needed on guidelines, procedures, and techniques used for gathering data that can be used in the evaluation.

An efficient solution to the information problem can be effected only after a specific search statement is formulated to guide the search for relevant material. The basic problem is to identify research studies on the evaluation of occupational education programs.
The search problem could be written as (Visual 1): This statement provides the searcher with the information upon which to make the decision as to what terms to use in conducting the subject index search.

Identification of Key Words

The next step in the search process is to identify key words in the problem and underline them for later consideration. Two terms that clearly stand out as being descriptive of the problem are the terms "evaluation" and "occupational education." If we find that numerous documents are indexed under these items we may elect to "narrow down" the search statement. To do this, we might ask the following questions:

* What other terms would be either synonymous with or related to our retrieval terms "evaluation" and "occupational education?"

* Do "program evaluation," "program effectiveness," or "cost analysis" pertain to the problem?

* As a substitute for "occupational education," could "vocational education" be used, or "agricultural education," "business education," "health education," "home economics education," "distributive education," or "trade and industrial education?"

*The visuals which accompany the text were reduced from the actual transparencies which are available for large group instruction.
Search Strategy

If some, or all, of these terms are appropriate for our search, a systematic means of search for the information is needed.

Spot Search. When one wishes to conduct a spot search that does not require a great amount of depth, a convenient way to locate documents is to list potential index/retrieval terms on a worksheet and search for titles of documents under the specified retrieval terms in the Subject Index of a particular reference publication (see Appendix B-4,5).

For the search on evaluation of occupational education, assume that the following terms are used (Visual 2).

Program Evaluation
Evaluation
Program Effectiveness
Occupational Education
Vocational Education
List these terms on the worksheet and search for relevant article titles (Visual 3). After appropriate titles are found, list only the identification or accession numbers (ED, EJ, or VT) and not the titles. These accession numbers are used for cross-reference, document locations and document ordering.

After identifying a sufficient number of possible documents, use the accession numbers to locate the abstracts of appropriate documents and review them for relevancy to the search problem.

The Comprehensive Search. When a detailed, comprehensive search is required or if one is conducting a search for another person, a different search approach is often more appropriate. Decisions must be made as to the retrieval terms to use as outlined by the search statement. (The following procedure differs from the previous discussion in that synonymous retrieval terms must be grouped together as a means of organizing a systematic way either of identifying or eliminating specific documents in the search.)
A worksheet can be used to help organize the search (Visual 4). By listing the synonymous terms vertically in the columns,* the search can be broadened. By listing other terms in columns (or sets) to the right of the first column, the search can be limited. The worksheet takes the following form.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INDEX/ RETRIEVAL TERMS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Set 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>program evaluation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this search problem, assume that we only want information that pertains to the terms listed on the worksheet. The information search is then conducted using the terms "evaluation," "program evaluation," or "program effectiveness" as they pertain to "occupational education" or vocational education."

*The term "set" is used throughout this series of visuals as a means of labeling columns.
The available information in this search problem might be illustrated in this way (Visual 5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INDEX/ RETRIEVAL TERMS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Set 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>program evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>program effectiveness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Set 1: All documents indexed under the terms evaluation, program evaluation, and program effectiveness

Set 2: All documents indexed under the terms occupational education and vocational education

However, the search statement specifies that research reports in these two bodies of available information are acceptable only when an index/retrieval term in "Set 1" is used with "Set 2."
Thus, the information that addresses the search problem as defined through the index terms is illustrated by the overlapping areas of the two circles shown (Visual 6).

By searching for information using the index terms outlined above, the available research studies can be identified. We have stated that research reports with index terms of "evaluation" or "program evaluation" or "program effectiveness" are sought if they pertain to "occupational education" or "vocational education."
This information search statement can be refined to yield more specific information. Suppose that we want to identify only those evaluation studies on occupational education that relate specifically to post secondary programs. The following search statement would then be in order (Visual 7).

Identify research that pertains to the evaluation of occupational education programs at the post-secondary level.

In searching for information at the post-secondary level, terms that might be appropriate include "post-secondary programs," "community colleges," "technical institutes," or "junior colleges." The worksheet might take the following form (Visual 8).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INDEX/RETRIEVAL TERMS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Set 1</th>
<th>Set 2</th>
<th>Set 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>education</td>
<td>occupational</td>
<td>education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>program evaluation</td>
<td>occupational education</td>
<td>post-secondary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>community colleges</td>
<td>technical institutes</td>
<td>junior colleges</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This illustration indicates that although the information search will yield a more limited volume of research reports, each of the reports identified is relevant to the search statement (Visual 9).

Thus, if more sets of terms are used, the quantity of information will be smaller and yet more specific as it relates to the search statement. We can assume that an increase in synonymous or related terms in a set increases the number of reports that might be identified; and the more "sets" or terms used in establishing parameters of the information search, the more specific we can be in identifying relevant research reports. So, we broaden or limit our search by the terms we use and by the way in which we use them.

For a further explanation, let us take the broad information problem which was outlined at the beginning of this discussion. Suppose we want research reports that describe means of collecting data that can serve as evaluative criteria in judging the effectiveness of occupational programs. Let us select one criterion—followup studies—that can be used in the evaluation of an occupational program.
If guidelines, methods, or techniques for use in developing and conducting followup studies on occupational education are needed, the following search statement is appropriate (Visual 10).

Identify documents that will serve as guides or provide methods and techniques used in developing and conducting follow-up studies in occupational education programs.

Selecting Retrieval Terms. Selecting and organizing the appropriate terms to be used in searching for relevant documents calls for decisions on the selection of retrieval terms. The search statement specifies "guides," "methods," and "techniques." Other related terms that might be used are "procedures" and "guidelines." The search statement specifies further that these retrieval terms must pertain to "followup programs" and "followup surveys."

In addition, the search statement calls for documents that deal with occupational education. The term "vocational education" can be used as well as the terms for the service areas of vocational education such as agricultural education, distributive education, business education, health occupations education, and home economics.
The arrangement of these terms for retrieval purposes is illustrated on the following retrieval form (Visual 11).

Thus, by searching for information by means of the above strategy, we should identify abstracts of documents indexed under at least one term in the first "set" if these documents are also indexed under at least one term in each of the other "sets." If documents are identified that are not indexed under at least one term in each of the sets listed on the worksheet, the documents would likely be irrelevant to our problem. The searcher should identify relevant documents by circling common accession numbers as they appear across the specified "sets."

This information search statement (Visual 10) illustrates that precise parameters for an information problem are necessary. The search statement specified the parameters for the information search and also suggested relevant retrieval terms to be used in searching information sources. However, the retrieval terms that are used in the search process might not be appropriate for a given information system such as ERIC. Therefore, one must search a given information system only by employing the terminology that was used to index documents for retrieval purposes.
Converting Retrieval Terms to ERIC Terminology

To be most effective in searching the ERIC system, one needs to convert the retrieval terms of a search strategy to ERIC terminology. The Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors, an authoritative list of index/retrieval terms on education, has been designed as an aid in labeling concepts and showing the context in which certain concepts are used. By referring to the Thesaurus while developing the search statement, one can compile a comprehensive list of terms relevant to the information problem and also insure that retrieval terms are written in ERIC "language." Before changing non-ERIC terms into ERIC terminology, one needs to become familiar with the Thesaurus.

Thesaurus Format. The Thesaurus consists of two major sections—the "Rotated Descriptor Display" and the "Descriptor Listing."

The Rotated Descriptor Display is a list of all the descriptors in the Thesaurus with each element of each descriptor (each word in each multiword term) entered separately in alphabetical order as it is used throughout the Thesaurus (Visual 12).

Thus, every word of every descriptor is listed alphabetically, and every possible combination of the words is listed in the alphabetic array of descriptors. The "Rotated Descriptor Display" is
useful in determining all combination usages of a particular descriptive term as the term is used within the ERIC system. The purpose of the "Display," from a searcher's point of view, is to alert him to all possible uses of a particular word. The goal is to suggest other descriptors and to provide a perspective of the contents of the Thesaurus. Using the descriptor--"evaluation"--as presented in the previous information search, an array of terms is listed in the Thesaurus as shown in Visual 12.

The "Descriptor Listing" is used in determining the context within which descriptors are used and to identify related terms or specifically define appropriate retrieval terms for the search strategy (Visual 13). The "Descriptor Listing" includes five notations used to structure and display each type of term. (Only four are shown in the visual.) The five notations are: (1) Use, (2) Used For, (3) NT, (4) BT, and (5) RT.

![Visual 12](image_url)

![Visual 13](image_url)
A "Use" entry follows synonyms or near synonyms of descriptors and directs the user to the preferred descriptor for communicating with the system (Visual 14). No documents are indexed by these synonyms nor should any attempt be made to use such terms as valid search terms (i.e., the term "evaluation designs" is not, of itself, a valid search term). The synonyms appear solely to provide as many entry points to the Thesaurus as possible. The user must enter the system with the descriptor denoted under such entry.

The "Used For" (UF) entry is the reverse of the "USE" entry (Visual 15). The UF entry appears only under a descriptor for which there is a synonym or near synonym in the Thesaurus. The entry tells that the descriptor includes the concept represented by the UF entry. The UF entry adds to the user's understanding of the scope of a descriptor which is "used for" other concepts.
"Narrower Term" (NT) denotes a hierarchical relationship between the main descriptor entry and a descriptor which belongs to the same class but is on a lower level of hierarchy; i.e., the narrower term is more specific (Visual 16).

"Broader Term" (BT) is the second hierarchical notation and the reciprocal of the "Narrower Term" notation (Visual 17). A BT entry indicates that the descriptor is of the same class as the main descriptor entry but that it is on a higher level of hierarchy, i.e., the BT term is more general.

**EVALUATION METHODS 190**
- NT Content Analysis
- Cost Effectiveness
- Followup Studies
- Graduate Surveys

**PROGRAM EVALUATION 180**
- BT Evaluation
"Related Term" (RT) performs two functions. A term listed as RT clarifies scope by further defining a main entry descriptor entry (Visual 18). This description is accomplished mainly by better defining the context in which the main descriptor entry should be interpreted. The second function of an RT entry is to alert the user to terms other than the main descriptor in which he may be interested. RT entries provide the collateral word relationships in a thesaurus that would not ordinarily be apparent if the user were to think only in terms of the hierarchical scheme. Visual 18 emphasizes these two functions of the RT relationship.

Every hierarchical and collateral entry has a complimentary entry elsewhere in the Thesaurus. That is, for every "Use" entry, there is a complimentary UF entry; for every NT entry, there is a complimentary BT entry; conversely, for every BT entry, there is a complimentary NT entry; and for every RT entry, there is a complimentary RT entry.
The order in which the notations appear under a descriptor, when appropriate, is as follows (Visual 19).

UF - Used for
NT - Narrower Term
BT - Broader Term
RT - Related Term

Each of the five notations previously discussed as illustrated by using the following example (Visual 20).

Followup Programs
Use FOLLOWUP STUDIES
FOLLOWUP STUDIES 190
UF Followup Programs
NT Graduate Surveys
BT Evaluation Methods
RT Vocational Followup

Three additional notations are found in the Thesaurus and need clarification. These notations are parenthetical qualifiers, scope notes, and the descriptor group categories with their respective three-digit group code number.
A number of terms in the Thesaurus are followed by a parenthetical word or words (Visual 21). The purpose of these parenthetical qualifying expressions is to clarify homographs and ambiguities in word meaning and usage, not to define terms. Whenever a parenthetical qualifier is used, it appears as an integral part of its hierarchical and collateral relationship with other descriptors in the Thesaurus.

Occasionally, descriptors have been selected which, because of their broad usage in the language or because of their special usage in fields other than education, require a brief statement of restricted usage.

In such cases, a "Scope Note" (SN) has been provided directly beneath the main descriptor entry (Visual 22). This is not intended as a formal definition and is not considered an integral part of the descriptor. Thus, the SN is only used with the descriptor where it is listed as a main entry.
The "Descriptor Groups" contain a list of all Descriptor Group categories with their respective three-digit group code number (visible to the right of the term) and scope note. The three-digit group code arranges the main entry descriptors into 52 categories according to their usage in education. The Descriptor Group Display is provided for browsing, determining descriptor relationship and usage, and for showing related descriptors to aid in structuring new descriptors. Each Descriptor Group has a list of subject-related descriptors which appear in and are mutually exclusive to that group.

The Conversion Process

Using the above explanations about the organization and purposes of the Thesaurus, the following example presents the process of changing a search statement's retrieval terms to ERIC terminology.

The following search statement is used (Visual 23).

Identify documents that will serve as guides or provide methods and techniques used in developing and conducting follow-up studies in occupational education programs.
The retrieval terms that were selected for the previous example are presented (Visual 24).

These terms are transformed to ERIC terminology by taking each term and searching the Thesaurus for verification or for synonymous terms. A simple worksheet can be used in the process of transforming terms. List the terms from this Index/Retrieval Terms worksheet and search for the terms in the Thesaurus. If the term is used in the Thesaurus, place a check (√) in the appropriate column; if not in the Thesaurus, substitute the most synonymous descriptor that can be found.

The user may refer to the Thesaurus in either of two places—"Rotated Descriptor Display" or "Descriptor Listing." The Rotated Descriptor Display offers an advantage in that all of the words of a descriptor are presented in an alphabetic array. If the user begins with the Rotated Descriptor Display, he should follow up by using the Descriptor Listing to determine the appropriate context of descriptors as used in indexing and to determine other possible retrieval terms for searching purposes.
The previous example (Visual 24) is transformed to ERIC terminology in (Visual 25).

From the first "set" of retrieval terms, four terms were found to be a part of the ERIC language--Methods, Techniques, Guides, and Guidelines. For the term--procedures--the Thesaurus gave a "Use" term of "Teaching Procedures." However, "Teaching Procedures" is not appropriate for the search statement. Two additional terms were identified as relevant to the search statement--"Evaluation Methods" and "Evaluation Techniques." The two related terms will be added as retrieval terms in the search.

In the second "set" of retrieval terms, "Followup Studies," was found in the Thesaurus. For "Followup Programs," the Thesaurus gives the "Use" term--"Followup Studies." A related term that was identified as relevant to the search problem was "Vocational Followup."

In the third "set" of retrieval terms, the nearest term to "Occupational Education" in the Thesaurus is "Occupational Training" which is not an ERIC term. The "Use" term for "Occupational Training" is "Vocational Education." Thus, "Vocational Education" is the appropriate term to use. (The search can be broadened by using the NT terms under "Vocational Education," but they are not used in this example.)
By compiling the appropriate ERIC terms as found in the Thesaurus, a new "Index/Retrieval Term" worksheet should be used in searching the ERIC system for documents pertinent to the information problem (Visual 26).

The information search is continued by locating the appropriate ERIC Indexes and manually searching the "Subject Indexes" for appropriate accession numbers.

The accession numbers can be listed in the column below each "set" of retrieval terms (Visual 26). An accession number that appears in both columns under the retrieval terms should be appropriate for retrieving as a relevant document in the search. The worksheet shown in Visual 27 provides an illustration of document accession numbers that are appropriate for the search statement. The accession numbers that appear in both Set 1 and Set 2 are circled*. These documents should be relevant to the information problem.

*The "Set 3" column of the worksheet is used only when the search is limited to a very narrow and specific topic. Three sets of terms are often used in computer searching (which will be discussed later).
OBTAINING DESIRED DOCUMENTS

Whether identifying relevant titles by computer or manual searching, the searcher needs to review the resumes to determine appropriate material for solving the information problem. This phase is probably the simplest step in the search process. If a computer search was used, the resumes were printed in the output (see Visual 26).
If manual searches were used, a list of accession numbers has been generated (see Visual 27) to aid in locating the resumes.

Locating Document Resumes

1. Make note of your lowest accession number; this is your starting point for locating and scanning the resumes.

2. For the sake of convenience, move through the list of accession numbers and read the corresponding resumes in some sort of numerical order. Look up and read all of the ED 045 000's, ED 046 000's, ED 047 000's and so forth until you finish your last ED number series. Then, look up and read all the EJ and VT resumes in numerical order.

3. Cross out the numbers on your list that you have rejected, leaving ED, EJ, and VT numbers of those documents you would like to order and read.

4. In most cases, the ED and VT numbers are all you have to keep track of; however, watch for those resumes that say "Document not available from EDRS," and make a note of them on a separate sheet. To locate full-text documents identified with VT numbers, one should refer to the resumes in individual issues of AIM and ARM for instructions.

5. In the case of the EJ resumes, you will have to keep track of Journal Title, Volume and Issue Number, Article Title, and Author. Also make a note of these on a separate sheet.
Remember, the resumes are only summaries of what is contained in the documents. However, there may be sufficient information in a resume to satisfy a need for very general information. In addition to the document abstract or annotation, all the bibliographic information you need is included in the resumes.

Locating Full-Text Documents

You now have a list of documents to review. Entire ERIC microfiche collections are maintained by many university and college libraries, schools and supplementary educational centers, state education agencies, ERIC Clearinghouses, Research Coordinating Units, Regional Educational Laboratories, and other education-related institutions. A resume of an ERIC document contains information on the availability of the full text report from which the abstract was developed. If the document is available from the ERIC Document Reproduction Service (EDRS), the full-text of the report can be viewed on microfiche from the ERIC collection or copies can be ordered from EDRS in two forms:

1. Microfiche (MF) - 4" x 6" sheet of microfilm on which up to 70 pages of text are reproduced. (Use of microfiche requires a microfiche reader.)

2. Hard copy (HC) - reproduction of the document on paper.

Many agencies have the capability of duplicating microfiche and/or making paper copies from the microfiche.

Information on availability of documents, i.e., ERIC accession code number, source of original document, number of pages, cost, date of publication, and a complete bibliographic citation for each processed document is included in the most current issues of the ERIC reference publications. Correspondence and orders for MF and HC should be addressed to:

ERIC Document Reproduction Service
Post Office Drawer O
Bethesda, Maryland 20014

Institutions housing the ERIC microfiche collections provide microfiche readers for reviewing the documents identified in the
information search.

Microfiche readers are available in various sizes and prices--from a small portable machine, for reading only, to a more elaborate reader-printer model that can produce paper copies at the touch of a button. Prices vary accordingly, from a little over $50 to $1,000.

To stay abreast of ERIC developments, check the back pages of RIE each month for announcements, or visit the ERIC exhibits at a professional association meeting.

In addition to users of the ERIC system, there are also many contributors. Anyone who has prepared a report, speech, or paper can have it considered for national dissemination through ERIC by sending two copies of the material to:

ERIC
U.S. Office of Education
400 Maryland Avenue S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20202

If material is related specifically to vocational and technical education, copies may be sent directly to:

Information Acquisitions
ERIC Clearinghouse on Vocational and Technical Education
1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210
COMPUTER SEARCHING

The computer search is different from manual searching in that it can be designed to be more specific in retrieving information. QUERY, an ERIC computerized information retrieval program, capable of retrieving and disseminating information from diversely formatted files maintained on magnetic tape, disk, or data cell, enables the user to describe a given information search in ERIC terminology and retrieve the desired information. Although descriptors assigned to a document by an indexer are most commonly used as retrieval terms, publication date, sponsoring agency, author, identifiers, or key words in the abstract may also be used.

Identifying the Problem

The process of searching the ERIC system by computer is basically the same as the procedure for searching the system manually. The first step involves writing a concise, specific summary of the information problem, including the major content area (information systems, cooperative education) and subtopics, specific requirements such as instructional level (secondary grades, grade 1, or grade 12), form of documents (teaching guides, literature reviews, or bibliographies), and any other specifications that define the search. Whether one is thumbing through a card catalog or listing descriptors as retrieval terms for a computer search of ERIC, he is making decisions about the needed information:

"Do I want information on this particular topic (program evaluation)?"
"In what field of education do I want information (vocational education or science education)?"
"Do I want information for a particular instructional level (post-secondary or elementary)?"

Whether the searcher reaches these decisions by writing the requirements on paper or storing them in his mind, specifications that guide the search process are made. Thus, the major difference between a computer search and a manual search of ERIC is that the computer locates document resumes for the searcher by using his specifications rather than requiring the searcher to locate the resumes manually.
Designing the Search

The logic utilized in computer searching of ERIC materials evolves from a set of "profile" terms that describe a given subject for which references are desired. These terms are manipulated by means of search strategies to produce a yield of references that match as closely as possible the overall profile design.

The search strategy consists of an arbitrary number of descriptive terms that can be searched by the computer according to a variety of specified combinations and instructions. The chart below summarizes the major combinations, their characteristics, and requirements for a "computer hit," i.e., a match between the profile and the descriptors found in the search. Whether a search strategy is broad or narrow depends on the terms themselves and the specific problem.

In Visual 29, the letters A, B, C, D, and E represent arbitrary descriptive terms that can be searched by the computer according to a variety of combinations and instructions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description terms to be searched as instructed</th>
<th>Degree of Search Strategy</th>
<th>Resulting hits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Example 1: a/b/c/d/e</td>
<td>Broad, relatively non-restrictive, loose</td>
<td>A hit results when any one of the terms searched is found in a single citation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Example 2: a/b</td>
<td>Narrow, precise, tight</td>
<td>A hit results only when all these terms appear in a single citation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Example 3: a/b/c/d/e</td>
<td>Restrictive, but not as restrictive as Example 2</td>
<td>A hit results only when one or more terms in a group appear in a single citation. Thus, A or B or C, but D or E produces a hit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Example 4: a/b/</td>
<td>Restrictive but not as restrictive as Example 2</td>
<td>A hit occurs only when A or B occur in a citation, and C and D do not appear in the citation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Computer Instruction Codes: + and - and +\& - and \&
Note: A bit appears only as + or in a print-out, even though it may be coded by more than one of the search terms.
To illustrate the preparation of a computer request, the following search statement is used (Visual 30).

Identify documents that will serve as guides or provide methods and techniques used in developing and conducting follow-up studies in occupational education programs.

Previously, retrieval terms were identified to guide the information search and were converted to ERIC terminology (Visual 31).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INDEX/RETRIEVAL TERMS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Set 1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Techniques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guidelines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation Methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation Techniques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Set 2</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow-up Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocational Follow-up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Set 3</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocational Education</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SUMMARY

Whether information retrieval is to be done manually or by computer, it should be systematic, always with a sense of direction. This study unit has guided us through the retrieval process from identification of the problem to the selection of appropriate documents in the ERIC system. The following 10 steps are offered as a means of summarizing this information retrieval process (Visual 32).

REVIEW OF INFORMATION RETRIEVAL PROCEDURES

1. STATE THE PROBLEM CLEARLY
2. FROM THE STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM, IDENTIFY AND LIST KEY WORDS AND CONCEPTS
3. VERIFY DESCRIPTORS IN ERIC'S THESAURUS (optional)
4. ENTER THE SUBJECT INDEX OF ERIC REFERENCE PUBLICATION UNDER EACH OF THE KEY TERMS
5. IDENTIFY POTENTIALLY RELEVANT ABSTRACTS
6. REVIEW ABSTRACTS OF DOCUMENTS
7. OBTAIN MICROFICHE FROM FILES OR BY REQUISITIONING
8. REVIEW MICROFICHE ON READER
9. RECORD INFORMATION, REQUEST DOCUMENTS, REQUEST DUPLICATE MICROFICHE, OR OBTAIN HARD COPY AS DESIRED
10. USE THE INFORMATION
APPENDIX A

ERIC Terminology

Accession Number - A number assigned to a document in the ERIC system to facilitate identification and retrieval (e.g., ED, VT, AC).

AIM - Abstracts of Instructional Materials in Vocational and Technical Education, published quarterly by The Center for Vocational and Technical Education, containing abstracts and bibliographic data on materials used by teachers in presenting information to students or materials used by students in connection with classroom instruction.


Author Index - Indexes in RIE and CIJE listing the documents in that particular issue alphabetically by the person's last name. In AIM and ARM it is called the Personal and Institutional Author Index.

CIJE - Current Index to Journals in Education, published monthly by CCM Information Corporation, providing a guide to periodical literature covering over 500 educational and related journals.

Cross Reference Index - An accession number section in the back of each issue of RIE which cross references the ERIC Clearinghouse number (e.g., VT) to the ERIC Document (ED) numbers for resumes published in that particular issue. Readers who desire to trace documents for which they have only clearinghouse accession numbers as references may find the applicable abstracts.

ED Number - The ERIC accession number sequentially assigned to documents as they are processed for RIE.
EDRS - ERIC Document Reproduction Service, Post Office Drawer O, Bethesda, Maryland 20014. Supplies hard copy reproduction and/or microfiche of documents announced in ERIC.

EJ Number - The accession number sequentially assigned to journal articles as they are processed for CIJE.

ERIC - Educational Resources Information Center, a national educational information system developed by the U.S. Office of Education.

ERIC Descriptors - Subject terms which characterize substantive content of a document. Only the major terms, preceded by an asterisk, are printed in the Subject Index. They are sometimes referred to as retrieval terms.

Manual Searching - Information searching and retrieval by personal inspection, or methods other than computer assisted.

Microfiche (MF) - Four inch by six inch sheets of microfilm on which up to 70 pages of text are reproduced.

QUERY - An ERIC computerized information retrieval program capable of retrieving and disseminating information from diversely formatted files maintained on magnetic tape, disk, or data cell. It enables the user to describe a given information search in ERIC terminology and retrieve the desired information.

Retrieval Terms - Subject terms which characterize substantive content of a document. More often referred to as descriptors.

RIE - Research in Education, a monthly abstract journal published by the U.S. Office of Education, reporting research reports and related documents of educational significance indexed by subject, author, and institution.

Search Statement - A concise statement identifying the parameters of the search problem and then listing the specific needs, preferences, and specifications that best address the problem.

Search Problem - A situation or set of circumstances in which a user finds himself, where additional information is required to make a decision or arrive at a solution.
Search Strategy - A plan or method followed by a searcher in systematically going from a search problem to the identification of information appropriate for its solution.

Set - A term used in this study guide to label columns of related retrieval terms.

Subject Index - Indexes in RIE and CIJE listing the documents in that particular issue alphabetically by the major or asterisked descriptors. In AIM and ARM it is called the Subject and Identifier Index.

Thesaurus - The Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors serves as the authoritative guide for assigning the descriptive terms used to index the various reports and journal articles entered into the ERIC information system.

VT Number - The accession number sequentially assigned to documents as they are processed by the ERIC Clearinghouse on Vocational and Technical Education.
APPENDIX B

Sample of Formats of Access Products

Sample pages from the various ERIC access products are displayed in this appendix to familiarize the user with the resume format, Subject and Identifier Index, and Personal and Institutional Author Index of RIE, CIJE, AIM, and ARM.

They may also be converted to transparencies; and may be used frequently through the lecture/discussion. They are referred to within the text when deemed particularly pertinent to the discussion.
The problems which youth face in the transition from school to work are complex and challenging. Such problems have been conceptualized into a model which relates specific problems to dimensions of self and environment in three developmental stages: (1) pretransitional—the life period before an individual is activated to seeking his first full-time job, (2) transitional—marked by activation to seek first full-time employment, occurring during grade 12 for about one-half of high school students, and (3) post-transitional—the first job. Using this model, perceptions of the vocational development of New York youth were obtained from staff members in 40 schools, 27 employers, and 14 new workers. Suggestions for programs, activities, and facilities are tabulated by problem area, and public factors are ranked by strength score. The strongest transitional needs were identified in areas of preparatory education and training, occupational information, self-actualization, worker role, job placement, mobility, and occupational mobility. There was no attempt to investigate causative factors; however, some causal inferences are drawn. Recommendations are included. (CH)
APPENDIX B-2

Format of

Current Index to Journals in Education (CIJE)

Main Entry

EJ 038 439

EJ Accession Number

Title of Article

Author

Terms Under Which Document is Indexed in Subject Index (only terms that are preceded by an asterisk appear in the Subject Index)

Clearinghouse Accession Number

EJ 038 439

VT 502 429


How a pre-technical program established to maintain the high engineering technology program standards succeeds while maintaining an "open door" policy. Technical Education is a bimonthly supplement to Industrial Arts and Vocational Education (GB)

The main Entry Section contains the complete bibliographic citation for each processed journal article.

The CIJE indexes provide access to journal article citations listed in the Main Entry Section.

Source Journal Index ... lists the journals from which articles are reviewed and cited monthly.

Subject Index ... lists titles of articles according to descriptive retrieval terms contained in the Main Entry citations.

Author Index ... lists authors' names along with title of article and EJ accession number.

Journal Contents Index ... lists source journals along with titles of articles processed from each journal.
APPENDIX B-3

Format of

ARM and AIM Document Resume

Clearinghouse Accession Number--"VT" Denotes Vocational-Technical

Personal Author(s)

Title of Document

Institutional Source--The Organization Responsible for the Report (Bureau of Labor Statistics is listed in the Personal and Institutional Author Index)

Availability of Document

Terms Under Which Document is Indexed in Subject Index--(only terms that are preceded by an asterisk appear in the Subject Index)

Abstract of Report

ERIC Document Accession Number--Resumes of Documents with "ED" Prefix Are Listed in Research in Education.

VT 014 005
SMITH, GERARD C.; CROWLEY, MICHAEL F.
OCCUPATIONAL MANPOWER AND TRAINING NEEDS; INFORMATION FOR PLANNING TRAINING PROGRAMS FOR THE 1970'S.
BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS (DOL), WASHINGTON, D.C. DIV. OF MANPOWER AND OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK.
EDRS PRICE MF-$1.65 HC-$3.29.
BULL-1701
SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUMENTS, U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE, WASHINGTON, D.C. 20402 ($.75)
PUB DATE - 71 87P.

DESCRIPTORS - 
*EMPLOYMENT PROJECTIONS;
*MANPOWER NEEDS; EDUCATIONAL PLANNING;
*EDUCATIONAL NEEDS; EMPLOYMENT TRENDS;
*EMPLOYMENT STATISTICS; *EDUCATIONAL SUPPLY;
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

ABSTRACT - THIS BULLETIN SUMMARIZES THE BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS EMPLOYMENT PROJECTIONS WHICH ARE AVAILABLE AND DISCUSS THEIR USE IN LOCAL EDUCATIONAL PLANNING. INCLUDED ARE MATERIAL ON PROJECTIONS OF FUTURE MANPOWER NEEDS, INFORMATION ON OCCUPATIONAL TRAINING PROGRAMS, AND STATISTICS BY OCCUPATION ON MANPOWER NEEDS, ANNUAL OPENINGS, TRAINING METHODS, AND NUMBERS OF GRADUATES. (HH)
APPENDIX B

ARM and ADM

Subject and Identifier Index

Subject Index searches are conducted when specific document titles, document accession numbers or authors' names are not known. Example: If the search strategy developed for a Subject Index search specifies that documents indexed under the term "Employment Projections" be identified, the citations from ARM/Volume 5, Number 2 would appear as follows:

...
Appendix B-5

ARM and AIM

Subject and Identifier Index

If the search strategy specifies that documents indexed under the term "Employment Projections" will be acceptable only when they are also indexed under the term "Educational Supply," the only acceptable document will be VT 014 005.
APPENDIX B-6

ARM and AIM

Author Index

Documents can generally be identified by means of the Author Index when the name of the author is provided. Institutional authors are also indexed in the Author Index when the organization responsible for a report is clearly identifiable. The Author Index lists separately the personal author and the institutional author. Information in Author Index entries also includes the title of a document and its accession number(s).
ARM and ATM Indexes

The following example from ARM/Volume 5, Number 2 illustrates the format of the Personal and Institutional Author Index, Subject Index, and the document resume. Note that each index includes the title of the document VT 014 005. When two authors are listed for a document, each is entered separately in the Author Index.
APPENDIX B-8

ARM and AIM

Document Number Index*

Documents may be located in ARM and AIM if the specific accession number and the issue is known. Consider in the following example that the only information provided is the accession number VT 011 613 and ARM/Summer 71. Note that the page number of the abstract and the complete title of the document can be obtained by referring to this accession number. (Accession numbers are listed in numerical order in the Document Number Index.)

*Due to changes in format at the end of 1971, the Document Number Index is no longer included in ARM and AIM. Beginning with Fall 1971, documents can be located by referring directly to the Abstract Section where documents are listed in numerical order.
APPENDIX C

"Hands-On" Exercises for Use of ERIC Access Products

The following four exercises are designed to develop user competence in developing problem statements, identifying key terms, and conducting manual searches for relevant documents in RIE, CIJE, AIM, and ARM.

The exercises require the following ERIC access products: issues of Research in Education (RIE), Current Index to Journals in Education (CIJE), Abstracts of Research Materials in Vocational and Technical Education (ARM), Abstracts of Instructional Materials in Vocational and Technical Education (AIM), and the Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors.
EXERCISE NO. 1

This exercise involves developing a problem statement from a description of an information problem, identifying key terms in the problem statement, and locating relevant documents by means of a Subject Index search of Research in Education (RIE).

Description of the Problem

A local school system is interested in implementing a comprehensive career education program. A committee has been asked to explore alternatives to the traditional methods of measuring education achievement, and to recommend specific types of tests that would be appropriate for the career education program. The nature of the career education project requires that some alternative to traditional norm-referenced achievement measures be investigated.

1. In the space provided below, develop a clear, concise problem statement from the description of the problem.
2. From the problem statement, select and list below a maximum of four key terms and develop a search strategy specifying the combination of terms under which a document must be indexed in order to be considered as an "on-target" document.

**INDEX/RETRIEVAL TERMS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Set 1</th>
<th>Set 2</th>
<th>Set 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. By use of the Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors, convert any "non-ERIC terms" into "Eric terms" and list all of the ERIC terms to be used in the Subject Index search.

**ERIC TERMINOLOGY TRANSFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Retrieval Term</th>
<th>Used in Thesaurus</th>
<th>ERIC Descriptor</th>
<th>Additional ERIC RT, BT, or NT terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Complete the Subject Index search by identifying documents indexed under whatever combination of terms you specified as acceptable in the development of the search strategy (list accession numbers and titles).

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

EXERCISE NO. 2

CIJE INDEX

This exercise involves developing a problem statement from a description of a search problem, identifying key terms in the problem statement, and identifying relevant journal article citations by means of a Subject Index search of Current Index to Journals in Education (CIJE).

Description of the Problem

As a senior faculty member in a teacher training institution, you have become increasingly interested in devising a means of screening students seeking admission to your teacher education program. Your interest is motivated by the increased emphasis on teacher accountability and by current projections which indicate a critical over-supply of teachers during the coming decade.

Your department chairman has indicated an interest in effecting such a screening procedure and has given you responsibility of reviewing the professional literature related to the problem.

1. In the space provided below, develop a clear, concise problem statement from the description of the problem.
2. From the problem statement, select and list below a maximum of four key terms and develop a search strategy specifying the combination of terms under which a document must be indexed in order to be considered as an "on-target" document.

INDEX/RETRIEVAL TERMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Set 1</th>
<th>Set 2</th>
<th>Set 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. By use of the Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors, convert any "non-ERIC terms" into "ERIC terms" and list all of the ERIC terms to be used in the Subject Index search.

ERIC TERMINOLOGY TRANSFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Retrieval Term</th>
<th>Used in Thesaurus</th>
<th>ERIC Descriptor</th>
<th>Additional ERIC RT, BT, or NT terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Complete the Subject Index search by identifying documents indexed under whatever combination of terms you specified as acceptable in the development of the search strategy (list accession number(s) and title(s)).

a. __________________________________________

b. __________________________________________

c. __________________________________________

d. __________________________________________
EXERCISE NO. 3

ARM INDEX

This exercise involves developing a problem statement from a description of a search problem, identifying key terms in the problem statement, and locating relevant documents by means of a Subject Index search of Abstracts of Research Materials in Vocational and Technical Education (ARM).

Description of the Problem

You have recently been asked to serve as a member of a team of consultants which has the responsibility for performing a cost benefit analysis of vocational training in a particular area vocational-technical school. In a planning meeting of your evaluation team, it was suggested that a followup study be undertaken as a means of assessing students' progress subsequent to graduation from the area vocational-technical school. The data from this study will be analyzed along with other data in determining the cost-effectiveness of the school's operation.

You have been assigned the responsibility for developing the followup instrument to be used by the evaluation committee. Can you identify studies that can be used as guides in developing the methodology for carrying out this assignment?

1. In the space provided below, develop a clear, concise problem statement from the description of the problem.

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
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2. From the problem statement, select and list below a maximum of four key terms and develop a search strategy specifying the combination of terms under which a document must be indexed in order to be considered as an "on-target" document.

**INDEX/RETRIEVAL TERMS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Set 1</th>
<th>Set 2</th>
<th>Set 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. By use of the Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors, convert any "non-ERIC terms" into "ERIC terms" and list all of the ERIC terms to be used in the Subject Index search.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Retrieval Term</th>
<th>Used in Thesaurus</th>
<th>ERIC Descriptor</th>
<th>Additional ERIC RT, BT, or NT terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Complete the Subject Index search by identifying documents indexed under whatever combination of terms you specified as acceptable in the development of the search strategy (list accession number[s] and title[s]).

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

EXERCISE NO. 4

AIM INDEX

This exercise involves developing a problem statement from a description of an information problem, identifying key terms in the problem statement, and locating relevant documents by means of a Subject Index search of Abstracts of Instructional Materials in Vocational and Technical Education (AIM).

Description of the Problem

As a member of a committee of elementary teachers, you have been asked to review educational literature and develop a list of industrial arts instructional materials designed to be used at the elementary school level.

1. In the space provided below, develop a clear, concise problem statement from the description of the problem.

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
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2. From the problem statement, select and list below a maximum of four key terms and develop a search strategy specifying the combination of terms under which a document must be indexed in order to be considered as an "on-target" document.

**INDEX/RETRIEVAL TERMS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Set 1</th>
<th>Set 2</th>
<th>Set 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. By use of the Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors, convert any "non-ERIC terms" into "ERIC terms" and list all of the ERIC terms to be used in the Subject Index search.

**ERIC TERMINOLOGY TRANSFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Retrieval Term</th>
<th>Used in Thesaurus</th>
<th>ERIC Descriptor</th>
<th>Additional ERIC RT, BT, or NT terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Complete the Subject and Identifier Index search by identifying documents indexed under whatever combinations of terms you specified as acceptable in the development of the search strategy (list accession numbers and titles).

a. ____________________________

b. ____________________________

c. ____________________________

d. ____________________________
APPENDIX D

Performance Tests

The following performance tests on ERIC Access Products, Research in Education (RIE), Current Index to Journals in Education (CIJE), Abstracts of Research Materials in Vocational and Technical Education (ARM) and Abstracts of Instructional Materials in Vocational and Technical Education (AIM), the Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors; and computer searching can be used to determine user understanding of information retrieval.
ERIC ACCESS PRODUCTS

Directions: Circle the letter that corresponds to the best answer to the following questions.

1. Two reference indexes available through Central ERIC (C-ERIC) are:
   a. AIM and ARM
   b. ARM and RIE
   c. CIJE and AIM
   d. ARM and CIJE
   e. CIJE AND RIE

2. Two reference indexes available through the ERIC Clearinghouse on Vocational and Technical Education (VT-ERIC) are:
   a. AIM and ARM
   b. ARM and RIE
   c. CIJE and AIM
   d. CIJE and RIE
   e. ARM and CIJE

3. Microfiche and hardcopy reproduction of documents announced in RIE, ARM, and AIM are available through:
   a. The Center for Vocational and Technical Education
   b. The Government Printing Office (GPO)
   c. ERIC Document Reproduction Service (EDRS)
   d. The U.S. Office of Education
   e. The ERIC Clearinghouse on Vocational and Technical Education

4. Information material with broad national application is selected, abstracted, and indexed for the ERIC system by:
   a. Central ERIC
   b. ERIC Clearinghouses
   c. Research Coordination Units
   d. State Universities
   e. Educational Abstracts, Inc.
5. The scope of the ERIC Clearinghouse on Vocational and Technical Education (VT-ERIC) encompasses:
   a. Vocational and Technical Education
   b. Industrial Arts Education
   c. Manpower Economics
   d. Occupational Psychology and Sociology
   e. All of the above.

6. The following library resource reference tools can be used to supplement the ERIC reference publications:
   a. Dissertation Abstracts (DATRIX)
   b. Government Reports Announcements (GRA) formerly USGDR
   c. School Research Information Service
   d. Education Index
   e. All of the above
RIE PERFORMANCE TEST

This manual search exercise requires use of an issue of Research in Education (RIE). Consider the search problem below, then respond to the questions that follow.

A school system is planning an outdoor education curriculum. Information on the philosophy, goals, and purposes of an outdoor education program is needed for establishing guidelines in preparing a curriculum guide. You are asked to help in obtaining the needed information.

1. Circle the one descriptor which is least appropriate to this information search problem.
   a. Educational Philosophy  d. Guidelines
   b. Curriculum Guides      e. Outdoor Education
   c. Educational Research

2. Select one of the above descriptors and list the accession number of one appropriate document found in the Subject Index.

3. On what page can the document resume be located?

4. Who is the author of the document?

5. Where can you secure the full-text document?

6. What is the publication date of the document?

7. Which ERIC Clearinghouse processed the document?

8. What is the name of the agency which sponsored the research?

9. On what page of the Author Index is this document cited?

10. On what page of the Cross Reference Index can the accession number be found?
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CIJE PERFORMANCE TEST

This manual search exercise requires an issue of Current Index to Journals in Education (CIJE). Consider the search problem below, then respond to the questions that follow.

A school administrator is concerned about the impact that recent movements toward a voucher plan might have on the financial aspects of a school system. By searching for relevant journal articles on educational finance, he feels that he might acquire recent information on the subject.

1. Circle the one descriptor which is most appropriate to the information search problem.
   a. Financial Problems
   b. Financial Support
   c. Educational Vouchers
   d. Educational Economics
   e. Educational Needs

2. Select one of the above descriptors and list the accession number of one appropriate journal citation found in the Subject Index.

3. What is the full title of the journal article identified in Question 2?

4. What is the name of the journal in which to find the article?

5. Under which Descriptor Group does the resume of the journal article appear?

6. On what page of the Author Index does the citation of the journal article appear?

7. What is the volume number, issue number, number of pages, and date for this journal article?
CIJE PERFORMANCE TEST-2

8. On what page of the Journal Contents Index does the journal citation appear?

9. On what page of the Personal and Institutional Author Index is this document cited?

10. On which page of the Conversion of Document Number Index is this document's VT number converted to the ED number?

11. On which page of the Document Number Index is this document's citation located?
This manual search exercise requires an issue of Abstracts of Research Materials in Vocational and Technical Education (ARM). Consider the search problem below, then respond to the questions that follow.

An information dissemination specialist is needing assistance for developing a training program on information systems for vocational education. One purpose for such a training program is to improve the competencies of professional personnel who are responsible for public information programs for vocational education.

1. Circle the one descriptor which is least appropriate to this information search problem.
   a. Vocational Education
   b. Information Systems
   c. Institutes (Training Programs)
   d. Program Development
   e. Program Evaluation

2. Select one of the above descriptors and list the accession number of one appropriate document found in the Subject and Identifier Index.

3. What is the full title of the document identified in Question 2?

4. On what page is the resume of this document located?

5. Who is the author(s) of this document?

6. Where can you secure the full-text document?

7. What is the name of the agency which sponsored the research?

8. What is the publication date of the document?
THESAURUS PERFORMANCE TEST

This exercise requires a copy of the Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors. Using the Thesaurus, circle the letter that corresponds to the best answer to the following questions.

Questions 1 and 2 refer to the Rotated Descriptor Display Section.

1. What descriptor immediately precedes "Rehabilitation Counseling"?
   a. Rehabilitation Centers  
   b. Delinquent Rehabilitation  
   c. Rehabilitation  
   d. Correctional Rehabilitation  
   e. Rehabilitation Programs

2. What descriptor immediately follows "Information Retrieval"?
   a. Relevance (Information Retrieval)  
   b. Information Science  
   c. Information Processing  
   d. Search Strategies  
   e. Information Retrieval Precision

Questions 3 through 7 refer to the Display Listing Section.

3. What is the broader term (BT) item for the descriptor "Inservice Teacher Education"?
   a. Inservice Education  
   b. Professional Education  
   c. Inservice Teaching  
   d. Professional Training  
   e. Teacher Education

4. If a teacher needed information on the narrow term (NT) for "Instructional Trips" the appropriate descriptor would be:
   a. Field Instruction  
   b. Instructional Media  
   c. Education Trips  
   d. Field Trips  
   e. Tourism

5. A related term (RT) for "Counseling Goals" is:
   a. Educational Guidance  
   b. Counseling Programs  
   c. Guidance Counseling  
   d. Guidance Objectives  
   e. Adult Counseling
6. The appropriate scope note (SN) for "Vocational Education" is:
   a. Occupational Training
   b. Formal Preparation for an Occupation below the Baccalaureate Degree
   c. Work and School Experience under the Direction of a Vocational Teacher
   d. All Types of Education Related to Industry
   e. Training for Employees Conducted by Industrial Organizations

7. Information on "Research Specialists" will be appropriately retrieved by searching the Subject Index using the descriptor:
   a. Research Directors
   b. Educational Researchers
   c. Research Specialists (Education)
   d. Specialists of Research
   e. Researchers
A state education agency is planning to develop an animal science program at the junior college level for training agricultural technicians and veterinary assistants. Curriculum materials for planning and developing such programs are needed as well as examples of other programs and curricula that might already be in operation at other institutions.

1. For the above problem, choose the following problem statement which best describes the specific information needed.

a. Materials are needed which can be used in designing facilities for programs in preparing agricultural technicians and veterinary assistants.

b. Materials are needed for planning and developing an animal science program and curriculum at the junior college level.

c. Information on evaluating animal science programs for training agricultural technicians and veterinary assistants is needed.

d. Instructional materials for preparing junior college students for agricultural technicians and veterinary assistants are needed.
2. From the following combinations of descriptors, choose the group which is most relevant for the above problem.


b. Animal Science, Program Evaluation, Agricultural Technicians, Veterinary Assistants, Program Planning, Curriculum Development, Agricultural Education


d. Agricultural Education, Program Improvement, Instructional Materials, Veterinary Assistants, Agricultural Technicians, Program Planning, Facility Planning

3. Choose the combination of descriptors below which best illustrates the correct "and"-"or" (+ - /) logic in the search strategy.

a. (+) Agricultural Education (+) Animal Science
   (/) Program Development (/) Curriculum
   (+) Program Planning (/) Community Colleges
   (/) Junior Colleges (/) Post Secondary Education

b. (+) Junior Colleges (+) Program Development
   (/) Community Colleges (/) Program Planning
   (+) Agricultural Education (/) Curriculum
   (/) Animal Science (/) Post Secondary Education

c. (+) Agricultural Education (+) Program Planning
   (/) Animal Science (/) Program Development
   (+) Junior Colleges (/) Curriculum
   (/) Community Colleges (/) Post Secondary Education

d. (+) Agricultural Education (+) Post Secondary Education
   (/) Animal Science (/) Program Development
   (+) Junior Colleges (/) Program Planning
   (/) Community Colleges
Mission of the Center

The Center for Vocational and Technical Education is an independent unit in the Ohio State University design. It serves a catalytic role in establishing consortia to focus on relevant problems in vocational and technical education. The Center is comprehensive in its commitment and responsibility, multi-disciplinary in its approach and inter-institutional in its program.

The Center's mission is to promote the quality of state educational systems by providing resource, technical, advisory programs, and assistance on the development of programs for vocational and technical education.

Specifically, the Center focuses on statewide development and planning, teacher education, curricula, instructional design and assessment.

Stimulating and strengthening the capacity of state agencies and institutions to create effective solutions to instructional problems.

Providing a national information center, retrieval and dissemination system for vocational and technical education through the affiliated ERIC Clearinghouse.